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Abstract
This thesis explores tensions of utopian ideals
through the lens of stakeholders living and working
in the Deep Bay coastal region of Hong Kong, Using
Lau Fau Shan as my case study, I have worked on
ways to build socio-ecological resilience through
bottom-up strategies of community engagement
through first hand experience of interacting with a
local oyster farmer. In understanding how the
different forces of climate change and development
pressures are currently impacting the community
and the daily workings of the fishing community, my
goal is to demonstrate how design can advocate for
the importance of community driven strategies to
design for resilience. Design strategies developed
include flexible and multifunctional systems such as
market networks and elevated oyster-mud bunds
that work for both the fishermen and tourists.

Community Stewards of the Deep Bay

Introduction
Utopias are an illusion. They are often built upon

Unfortunately, over time, with the increase in

hierarchical constructs under the vision of a limited

influence from larger authorities in perhaps wanting

number of selected individuals. It is a tabula rasa

to demarcate ‘fixed’ boundaries for land use zoning

conceived from one’s imagination with the hopes to

and real estate property development, Lau Fau Shan

progress out of one’s current discontent way of

is currently in the process of transforming into an

living. Coined by Thomas More in 1516, utopia was

area where more rigid boundaries are being

used to describe the name of an imaginary country.

defined. In 201 1, in collaboration with the

Whilst some may argue that this is necessary for

international design firm Arup, the government

progress, it is also important for us to reflect on

published a scheme by which their objective was to

whose utopia we are trying to carry forward.

realise the tourism and recreational potential of Lau

1

Fau Shan. After having studied the report, I began
Being interested in this specific issue myself, Lau

to ask myself: to what extent can we regard this as

Fau Shan is chosen as a case study for me to further

utopia? From whose perspective is this situation

explore this inherent tension of how utopias are

understood?

being defined by different stakeholders. Located
within the Deep Bay in Hong Kong, Lau Fau Shan is

In an attempt to strive a balance between

located within an estuary whereby the people living

understanding the existing community’s way of

within this coastal fringe have always been highly

working and knowing versus how that might be

inventive. Since the majority of the population living

affected if everything were to be re-designed

there are oyster farmers who have accustomed

completely, bottom up strategies of community

their way of living to accommodate daily tide

engagement are used to allow myself to better

fluctuations on a day to day basis, the notion of

understand the context of Lau Fau Shan through

flexibility is also inherent in their nature. Therefore,

first hand experience of interacting with a local

I believe that it is often their attitude, their ability

oyster farmer. Ultimately, my goal is to demonstrate

to be adaptive over time as well as their clear

how design can advocate for the importance of

understanding of place is in my opinion, what

community driven strategies to design for

makes them resilient.

resilience.

1

Lyman Tower Sargent, “Utopianism: a Very Short Introduction,” in

Utopianism: a Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2010).
20
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Key terms
Resilience:
The capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness. 2

Community resilience:
Community resilience is the sustained ability of a community to use available resources (energy,
communication, transportation, food, etc.) to respond to, withstand, and recover from adverse situations. 3

Social-ecological systems resilience:
The capacity of a social ecological system to continually change—or adapt—so as to maintain ongoing
processes in response to gradual and small-scale change. It also captures the ability of a system to renew
and reorganize—to transform— when faced with devastating change. 4

Community:
A group of people living in the same place or having a particular characteristic in common. 5

Engage:
Participate or become involved in. 6

2

“Resilience,” Cambridge Dictionary, n.d., https://dictionary.cambridge.

5

“Community,” Cambridge Dictionary, n.d., https://dictionary.

org/dictionary/english/resilience.

cambridge.org/dictionary/english/community.

3

6

2021), https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_resilience.

dictionary/english/engage.

“Community Resilience,” Wikipedia (Wikimedia Foundation, April 9,

“Engage,” Cambridge Dictionary, n.d., https://dictionary.cambridge.org/

4

“Marianne E. Krasny and Keith G. Tidball, Civic Ecology: Adaptation and

Transformation from the Ground Up (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015).
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Background studies on the relationships
between capitalism, inequality and
urbanisation
As David Harvey states, “The freedom to make and
remake ourselves and our cities is, I want to argue,
one of the most precious yet most neglected of our
human rights.”7 Cities are often being created
through the use of surplus products whereby the
surplus extracted from somewhere is usually used
to finance profit elsewhere. In this particular
context, surpluses have been used to support
urbanisation as a means to generate revenue and
productivity through the development of
infrastructure, services, investment etc. Since the
underlying value of capitalism is to maximise
benefit, this cycle of investing and reinvesting then
becomes a vicious cycle in which the control over
the majority of such resources will typically only lie
in the hands of the elite.
This implies that the relationship between
urbanisation and capitalism has meant that it is
often those with power who are able to enjoy the
benefits of modernity. As a result, inequality arises
as a by-product of the hierarchical power
structures within our society.

7

David Harvey, Rebel Cities: from the Right to the City to the Urban

Revolution (London: Verso, 2019).
24
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How are landscape architects currently contributing
to creating a more equitable future through
participation ?
During the 1960’s in the United States, both Karl

Linn’s approach on the other hand, was much

multiple scales. Rather than solely relying on

In the following few pages, the work of Agency and

Linn and Lawrence Halprin resisted conventional

more grassroots. His idea of the “Neighbourhood

maps, she argues that there is a need for designers

Scape will be explored as case studies of

approaches to planning and in turn each sought

Commons” was “in response to the physical

and planners to strike a balance between top down

contemporary Landscape Architecture practices of

alternative strategies where the public could

conditions of ghettoized environments and the

and bottom up approaches to planning. Therefore,

engagement. The aim of studying these examples is

participate during the process. Having never met,

disruptive effects of urban renewal programs on

it is only through physically being on site and

for me to further investigate the different

although their participatory methodology was

the urban poor, and predominantly black.” He

spending time within the community in order to

approaches to community engagement.

different from each other, nonetheless, both were

often worked directly with under voiced

really understand “both the problems in a place

striving towards similar outcomes.

communities, which allowed Linn to get a much

and its resources, to understand how they came

better understanding of the range of skills and

about, by what means they are sustained, and how

For Halprin, his interpretation of participatory

tools they had, as well as how people used open

they are related” are we able to be truly landscape

design was mainly through collaboration. In an

spaces on a regular basis. Based on the

literate.

attempt to re-knit the fine-grain neighbourhood

community’s feedback, as a collective, they would

scale to certain areas of the city, Halprin often

then proceed on with strategies and design

Since then, within the realm of our discipline,

organised workshops called ‘Experiments in

solutions that would best suit the needs of the

Landscape Architects nowadays are increasingly

Environment’, in which he challenged participants

neighbourhood. For Linn, it is evident that he was

aware of the importance of engaging communities

to assess their surrounding environment through

always much more concerned about the process

as part of the process of envisioning the future of

‘body-environment awareness’ techniques that

rather than the physical outcome of a project.

their neighborhoods. It has become expected as

8

first began with the individual, but eventually

part of the planning and design process as a way

extended beyond oneself and into the collective.

In addition to the names mentioned above, Anne

for “the participants to gain power over their lives

People who were involved included musicians,

Spirn is also another important figure within the

and environment and learn how to get things

designers, dancers, visual artists, writers and

realm of environmental justice. Her methodology

done”9 . Along this process, a sense of community

psychologists. The results would then be used to

of deciphering a landscape is heavily related to

is also enhanced amongst the residents

inform the development process of his projects.

understanding a site through multiple lenses at

themselves.

26

8

Hirsch, A. B. “From ‘Open Space’ to ‘Public Space’: Activist Landscape

Architects of the 1960s.” Landscape Journal 33, no. 2 (2014). https://doi.
org/10.3368/lj.33.2.173.
9

Randolph T. Hester, “PARTICIPATORY DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL

JUSTICE: PAS DE DEUX OR TIME TO CHANGE PARTNERS?,” Journal of
Architectural and Planning Research 4, no. 4 (December 1987).

27

Contemporary community engagement
and resiliency strategies
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Oyster-tecture
Firm: SCAPE
Location: Brooklyn, New York
Date: 201 1
Commissioned by the Museum of Modern Art in
2009 for the Rising Currents Exhibition, the aim of
this project was to re-envision the water’s edge
condition in Brooklyn’s Gowanus Canal, Red Hook,
and Manhattan’s Governors Island within the
context of climate change and sea level rise by
restarting a “reef culture that fosters public life
near the water’s edge while mitigating future storm
events”10. Comprised of a fuzzy rope system that
encourages marine growth at strategic locations,
it’s intention is to simultaneously attenuate
incoming waves and clean the harbor water
(through oysters) by proposing a community
oriented action plan as a way to re-knit the
relationship between New Yorkers to their harbour.
Being a firm believer in the power of shared
knowledge, throughout this process, SCAPE also
produced an oyster gardening manual to serve as a
public toolkit to inspire children in New York City
schools to take interest in oyster farming projects
within the New York Harbour through the Billion
Oyster Project.
10

Kate Orff, Toward an Urban Ecology (New York, NY: The Monacelli Press,

2016).
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Resilient by Design

The Alameda Creek watershed is a landscape that is connected by water; it also
connects people, sediment-flow, and fish habitat. How do you feel connected to
this landscape? ¿Cómo te sientes conectado a este paisaje?

ALAMEDA

您如何看待您和这个景观的联系？

CREEK

Location: Bay Area, California
Date: 2017

ATLAS
AT L A S D E L

Resilient by Design | Bay Area Challenge was a year

Water conditions in the Alameda Creek currently
prevent consumption of any fish caught in the creek.
Farmed Steelhead Trout is a sustainable (and
delicious) alternative. How would you prepare trout as
a culturally relevant meal? Las condiciones del agua en

Wat
pre
Farm
deli
a cu

Alameda Creek actualmente impiden el consumo de cualquier pescado
capturado en el arroyo. La Trucha Steelhead cultivada es una alternativa
sostenible (y deliciosa). ¿Cómo prepararías la trucha como una comida
culturalmente relevante? 你如何准备鳟鱼作为一种文化相关的食物？

Alam
capt
soste
cultu

ARROYO DE

long collaborative design process launched in 2017.

A L A M E DA

Modeled on the success of New York’s Rebuild by
Design, the goal of this project was to develop

阿拉米达溪流舆图

creative community-based solutions that would

Draw mud. When was the last time you played in it?
Dibuja barro. ¿Cuándo fue la última vez que jugaste en él?

reinforce the area’s resilience to future climate

Draw mud. When was the last time you played in it?
Dibuja barro. ¿Cuándo fue la última vez que jugaste en él?

画泥土。您上次玩泥土是什么时候？

uncertainties.

画泥土。您上次玩泥土是什么时候？

During this process, an interdisciplinary approach
economists and planners partnered up withUNION
the
Bay
CITY

UNION CITY

Area’s residents and local organizations to raise
awareness about climate change. Each of the nine
ALAMEDA CREEK

design teams who participated in the challenge

ALAMEDA CREEK

FREMONT

FREMONT

devised an array of innovative tools and
SF BAY

SF BAY

experiments that helped residents to visually
understand the complexities of adapting to future
NEWARK

NEWARK

sea level rise in relationship to some of the issues
that the region is currently facing. The goal of
developing the toolkit was not only simply used to
raise public awareness, but it was also used as a

Where do you go in this landscape? How do you get there? Where do you get stuck?
¿A dónde vas en este paisaje? ¿Cómo se llega allí? ¿Alguna vez te quedas atascado?

Creek中） 您最常去的地方是哪？您如何到达那儿？曾有任何阻碍您去的情况发生吗
tool to foster a more （Alameda
inclusive
and equitable design

The Alameda Creek is used for recreation in a variety of ways. What other ways
would
youyou
likeseen
to see
the creek used?
Estas soninalgunas
de las formasWhen
en que
elit
Have
or experienced
any flooding
your neighborhood?
did
arroyo
de Alameda
sedid
usaitactualmente.
¿De
quéo otras
maneras te
gustaría ver que
happen
and what
look like? ¿Has
visto
experimentado
alguna
el arroyo
es utilizado?
这些是Alameda
Creek目前使用的一些方式。
inundación
en tu vecindario?
您是否有在邻里看到或遇到过洪水？它何时发生，情况如何？

您觉得还可以有什么其他的方式使用小溪（Alameda Creek）？

The Alameda Creek is used for recreation in a variety of ways. What other ways
would you like to see the creek used? Estas son algunas de las formas en que el
What’s
messageseyou’d
want your community
to know
to become
better
arroyoone
de Alameda
usa actualmente.
¿De qué otras
maneras
te gustaría
ver que
watershed
stewards?
mensaje que
le gustaría que su comunidad supiera para
el arroyo es
utilizado?¿Un
这些是Alameda
Creek目前使用的一些方式。
convertirse
en mejores administradores de cuencas hidrográficas?
您觉得还可以有什么其他的方式使用小溪（Alameda Creek）？
您希望您的社区知道哪些信息以成为更好的流域管家？

ALAMEDA CREEK ATLAS BY PUBLIC SEDIMENT

was taken whereby landscape architects, educators,

process that took into account voices from diverse
backgrounds.1 1
11

“Bay Area: Resilient By Design Challenge,” Bay Area: Resilient By

Design Challenge, n.d., http://www.resilientbayarea.org/.
30
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What’s one
watershed
convertirse

您希望您的社
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Meck Playbook
Firm: Agency Landscape + Planning
Location: Mecklenburg County, NC
Date: On-going
With a population of over one million residents,
Mecklenburg county located in North Carolina has
been experiencing significant population growth
since the 1970’s. In order to suit the various needs
of the residents, visitors as well as other
stakeholders, The Meck Playbook was developed by
Agency as part of their community engagement and
master plan toolkit. Through listening, observing
and engaging with local participants, the team has
been developing innovative recommendations that
“addresses challenges and aspirations of the park
and recreation system as the community it serves
continues to grow.”12

12

“Meck Playbook: Mecklenburg Park and Recreation Comprehensive

Plan,” Agency Landscape + Planning, February 9, 2021, https://agencylp.
com/projects/meck-playbook/.
32
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01
LAU FAU SHAN

34
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Overview
Located in the New Territories of Hong Kong, Lau
Fau Shan is situated within the Deep Bay estuary.
The Bay itself is 13.9 km in length, with a width that
varies from 4 to 7.6 km. The total sea surface area is
around 80 km2, with a maximum water depth of only
6m.13 Large quantities of fine sediment and organic
material is brought down from either the Pearl River
estuary or other sources within the Deep Bay
catchment area 14, such as the Shenzhen River, Kam
Tin River Tin Shui Wai Creek and Da Shan River.
Being situated in such a unique geographical
location, this area is embedded with rich
ecosystems such as mangroves, seagrass, mudflats
and oyster reefs. As a result, Lau Fau Shan is
embedded with layers of traditional culture in
regards to generational methods of preserving and
cultivating oysters.

13

Zhang, Peng, Jianzhong Lu, Xiaoling Chen, and W.H. Wai. “Modelling

Sediment Transport with Current Velocity Assimilation in Deep Bay, Hong
Kong.” The Oceanographic Society of Japan , October 10, 2014.
14

Chan, P.K., S.H. Ching, and Paul Erftemeijer. “Developing a Mangrove

Management Strategy in the Estuaries of Deep Bay, Shan Pui River and Tin
Shui Wai Drainage Channel,” May 2011.
36
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EBB TIDE

TIDE ANALYSIS
During an ebb tide, currents begin to emerge at the river mouth
of the Deep Bay, of which it will flow from the inner subzone
towards the outer subzone, before connecting back to the
southward currents that originate from the Pearl River Estuary.
During a flood tide, the direction of the currents will reverse,
flowing from the outer subzone towards the inner subzone. In
this case, the currents will start from the eastern and southern
waters of Hong Kong.

38

Current Velocity Assimilation in Deep Bay, Hong Kong.” The Oceanographic Society of Japan , October 10, 2014.

FLOW TIDE

Adapted from: Zhang, Peng, Jianzhong Lu, Xiaoling Chen, and W.H. Wai. “Modelling Sediment Transport with

BATHYMETRY

39
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Environmental and social pressures
The community of Lau Fau Shan has always been

As with issues related to environmental pressures,

highly innovative. It is their ability to adapt and

being situated along an active coastline means that

withstand the forces that they are experiencing

forces such as climate change and sea level rise are

that makes them resilient. As we will see in the

also major threats to Lau Fau Shan. In regards to

coming chapter, the invention of the bamboo raft is

climate change, this implies that future weather

one example that showcases how the community

conditions will most likely be more extreme. This

has been able to adapt their original method of

may be related to a number of conditions, such as

cultivation in order to meet the needs of rising

heavier periods of rain or experiencing more drastic

demands. Given the limited resources that they

fluctuations in water salinity levels. As for sea level

had, yet farmers were still able to successfully

rise, this may imply a greater risk of coastal erosion

recover from the challenge they were facing at that

and flooding.

time. Till this day, the bamboo raft culture
continues to be commonly used as the primary

Despite the numerous challenges mentioned above,

method of cultivating oysters.

in an attempt to confront some of the
environmental issues mentioned above, the

Unfortunately, with time, due to societal changes in

community has already begun implementing small

priorities and management practices, Lau Fau Shan

scale changes in order to adapt to such forces. In

is currently in danger of falling into a “rigidity

chapter two, we will be diving deeper into

trap” , where external development pressures (e.g.

understanding how some of their practices are

governments and real estate property development)

adapted to be multi-functional.

15

are potentially wanting to impose more rules,
thereby restricting freedoms and neglecting past
knowledge as a way to be more progressive. By
disregarding the importance of the community’s
presence as well as weakening our relationship to

40

the bay, our ability to adapt and recover from

15

future challenges will certainly be greatly hindered.

Transformation from the Ground Up (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015).

“Marianne E. Krasny and Keith G. Tidball, Civic Ecology: Adaptation and

41
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Stakeholders

In understanding the various forces that are
currently impacting the community, a more
comprehensive analysis of the human and non
human stakeholders within Lau Fau Shan is
undertaken in the following two pages.

42
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Zones

Within Lau Fau Shan, three distinct zones were
identified based on their differing edge conditions
as well as overall characteristics of each area. The
three zones are: the market pier, the oyster strips
and the residential area.
46

47
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Market Pier
The market pier is mainly used to serve incoming
tourists who go to Lau Fau Shan to enjoy it’s
infamous seafood cuisine as well as their intertidal
mudflat landscape.

48
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Market Pier_II

50
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Residential area with oyster strips
The second zone is the residential area with oyster
strips. Due to this area’s close proximity to the
market pier, residents who live here are primarily
oyster farmers and shop owners who work in the
market pier on a day to day basis.

52

53
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Residential area with oyster strips_II

54
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Residential area with mangroves
The third zone is another residential area, but
since this area is located furthest away from
market, people who live here may not necessarily
have any association with the seafood industry. But
rather, the majority of the people living here are
the elderly.

56
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02
TRADITIONAL WAYS
OF KNOWING &
WORKING
Whilst chapter one was about understanding the
overall context of Lau Fau Shan, the following
chapter is dedicated to understanding how the
community’s traditional ways of knowing and
working have adapted over time. Having to keep up
with the pace of an evolving society, how has Lau
Fau Shan managed to adapt to certain changes to
allow for their practices to be multi-functional ?

58

59
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Drying seafood
The act of drying seafood in the sun plays a very

During the winter months, dried oysters are of

important role within our culture. During the

particular importance especially during Chinese

pre-colonial era, Hong Kong used to be an area

New Year. Gifts in the form of dried seafood will

that was primarily inhabited by fishermen,

almost always include oysters as a way to give

therefore, seafood naturally became a staple

blessings to your beloved family members. The

source of protein for Chinese villagers. Without

importance of gathering and eating together as a

the presence of refrigerators, fish would

family on New Year’s day is also highly regarded.

commonly be dried in the sun and preserved for

Traditional dishes will often be served in large

later use at very to little cost needed. Traditionally

portions, with each dish symbolizing a unique form

used as a way to combat problems of food

of blessing. Oysters will often be braised with

security, dried seafood has now become a

mushrooms and or lettuce to represent good luck.

significant part of Hong Kong’s cultural identity.

In addition to that, oyster sauce is also a staple

Looking specifically at the dried oyster, they are

sauce which is used very regularly.

commonly interpreted as symbols of good fortune.

60
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Bamboo raft culture_adaptation

Bottom culture: 300m from residential

Bamboo culture: 900m from residential
Historically, the way in which farmers used to

the deeper waters within the bay. Meaning that

cultivate their oysters would be through bottom

not only are they able to practice bottom culture

culture. Over time, with the increase in demand

in the shallower ends nearer to the shore, but

and popularity of oysters, farmers began to adapt

with this new method, they are now able to

by inventing the bamboo raft culture in order to

expand much further beyond the shoreline.

expand their area of cultivation further out into

62
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Structure of Bamboo raft

The bamboo raft culture is a system commonly

Therefore, an additional anchor is attached to the

used by oyster farmers in Lau Fau Shan. A Bamboo

grid to prevent the bamboo from swaying too far

grid structure is tied on top of several plastic

off from it’s original position. Strings of concrete

barrels to serve as both a flotation device as well

rods or tiles with oysters pre-attached onto it

as a platform for farmers to harvest their oysters.

is secured to the bamboo raft, in which it will take

Due to the nature of this type of harvesting

approximately another nine months before the

method, the rafts are usually placed in areas

oysters are ready to be harvested.

Able to
fluctuate with
tide
~ 3m

where the water depth is around three meters.

64
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Strips of higher ground_adaptation

66

As a way to provide easy boat access to and from

helped to dissipate incoming wave energy. With

the farmer’s home, canals have historically been

time, these shells have been used to build up

dug out from the shallow mudflats- and so with

strips to serve as breakwaters not only to capture

the extra mud and shells being occasionally piled

sediment and to encourage the growth of

and gathered next to the canals, over time, this

mangroves, but they also functioned as typhoon

landform gradually became a soft barrier that

shelters for boats during heavy periods of rain.

67
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Formation of strips

Mud / silt

Deposition

Baseline condition of the site, where Lau Fau Shan

Due to the shallowness of the bay, deposition of

used to be originally lined with mud and silt.

mud and silt (carried by the daily incoming ebb and
flood tides) gradually began to build up along
the coastline.

As farmers began to settle in the area for oyster

As urbanization took off, farming practices declined

production, channels of mud were dug out in order

in popularity, therefore, overtime, without regular

to provide easy boat access to and from their

maintenance of the strips, mangroves began to

homes. Dredged out material was used to build

grow on the landforms. Deposition continues to

up the higher grounds next to the channel.

deposit mud and silt on a regular basis.

68
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03
LEARNING FROM
AN OYSTER FARMER
Through first hand experience of spending several
days engaging with a local oyster farmer, chapter
three serves as an extension to further supplement
my research carried out in the previous chapter.

70
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Blind contour mapping of market area

March 26 2021

boat landing
Market stalls

Shells

Shucking oysters

March 25 2021

boat landing

Drying seafood
Shucking oysters

Market stalls

I first started off my engagement process by going

owner approached me whilst I was drawing and

to my site on a daily basis and simply sat at the

asked me about my work. Our conversation

same location and drew what I saw. By doing so, I

eventually led me to a local oyster farmer and we

slowly became a familiar face to the members of

ended up meeting the following week.

the community. On the third day, a market stall
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March 30, 2021
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April 24, 2021
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High tide
HT: 2.3m

Low tide
LT: 0.3m

Drives his boat out to check on his
oysters

Makes sure that the concrete sticks are in
the upright position

The oyster farmer’s routine is very much

rafts. During low tide, he will switch and work on

dependent on daily tide fluctuations. Within the

other things nearer to the shore, such as making

Deep Bay, there are two tide cycles per day.

sure that his concrete sticks are in the upright

During high tide, he will use this time of the day

position, repairing his boat or making new rafts.

Drying oysters

Repairs his boat

Makes bamboo
rafts

Drying oysters

and drive his boat out to check on his bamboo
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Life cycle of the oyster shell
On my first excursion, the oyster farmer explained to me where his oyster supply was from. To
start off, he purchases a batch of concrete sticks with oysters pre-attached onto it, of which he
dedicates around three quarters of the sticks to his rafts. The rest are planted straight into the
shallower ends of the bay to maximise his area of production. When the oysters are ready to
harvest, there are two ways in which the shells are dealt with: either he will leave it unused, or he
will purchase additional cement and re-use some of the shells to make new concrete sticks. This
that helps to explain how a portion of the shells are currently being reused.

Purchase from seller

Attach onto bamboo raft

2 + years

Plant directly into seabed

9 months

DIY

ultimately leads us back to the beginning of the flow diagram, thereby creating a cyclical process

Left unused
Sold

Concrete + shell

Harvest

detatched from
DIY concrete poles
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Working with the local oyster farmer, the central
takeaway of the trip was learning about his attitude
towards life. Not only was his physical way of
working adaptive, flexible and fluid in nature, but it
was also his approach towards life where he saw no
boundaries. His ability to adapt to certain hardships
and bumps along his journey through life is what
makes him resilient.
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04
CRITIQUE OF PROPOSED
STRATEGIES
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“An estuary demands
gradients not walls, fluid
occupancies not defined land
uses, negotiated moments not
hard edges. In short, it
demands the accommodation
of the sea not a war against it
which continues to be fought
by engineers and
administrators as they carry
sea walls inland in a bid to
both channel monsoon runoff
and keep the sea out”
— Anuradha Mathur & Dilip da Cunha
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Rigid | Fluid
The knowledge I gained in chapter two and three
allowed me to come to a realization that the
community’s knowledge of the land -water
interface as well as their understanding of the
estuary’s gradient of wetness was incredibly
valuable and insightful. Their attitude in terms of
welcoming the sea as part of their daily routine and
being flexible is in my opinion what makes them
resilient. The community does not project the sea
as an enemy, but rather, they understand that there
are definite boundaries between land and water.
Unfortunately, as mentioned briefly in the
introduction, over time, with the increase in
influence from larger authorities in wanting to
demarcate fixed boundaries for land use zoning and
real estate property development, Lau Fau Shan is
currently in the process of transforming into an
area where more rigid boundaries are being
defined. Top down approaches to planning and
design by mapping through plan view has therefore
resulted in an over simplified demarcation of where
the water should stop. However, in reality, the
boundary between wet and dry cannot be defined
by a single line, the estuary is in fact a “fuzzy
landscape”16 made up of complex, temporal and
fluid gradients of wetness.

16

In the Terrain of Rain - Anuradha Mathur and Dilip Da Cunha at

Bengal Institute, YouTube (YouTube, 2016), https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=I7A8Sz-yEWQ.
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Government’s report
Other than that, if we refer back to the

Moreover, in 2010, South China Morning Post also

government’s report published in 201 1, their aim

published an article related to this issue in which

was to ‘realize the tourism and recreational

they titled the article “Fishy Business - The

potential’ of the area. After having studied the

government is proposing to transform rural fishing

report, I felt that the majority of the design

village Lau Fau Shan into an “eco-cultural park” but

interventions:

not everyone is happy”17. It mentions:

• Were geared towards meeting the needs of

“The development will see significant changes for

incoming tourists, rather than serving the needs of

the community but not everyone is totally happy.

the community

Mrs. Shek is a fishmonger who has been selling

Government report (201 1)

seafood from her trolley at the local market for the
• Seemed rather rigid (i.e. the proposed waterfront

past two decades. She worries there may be tighter

area), which does not allow for flexibility and

restrictions after the renovations and that hawkers

spontaneity to occur

like her may not be able to continue their
businesses.”13

• Did not fully take into account the gradient of
wetness

Looking back at my critique, articles found online as

South China Morning Post from 2010

well as having a short conversation with a local
In doing so, my personal thoughts are that a lot of

community member, perhaps this report may not

the existing flows of how the community is currently

be as utopian as it appears to be.

functioning will quite possibly be disrupted, which
in the long run, will actually make them less
resilient.
Having talked to a shop owner on site about this
specific report, he briefly mentioned to me that the
waterfront area will most probably be replaced by
commercial chain stores and that the majority of
the current market owners will be asked to move.

90

17

“Fishy Business,” South China Morning Post, July 20, 2018, https://

www.scmp.com/magazines/hk-magazine/article/2029460/fishybusiness.
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“Bazaars tend to appear as
places of chaos and apparent
disorder, but some argue that
they serve a purpose. The
bazaar symbolises energy,
optimism and a will to survive
outside the formal system”
— Anuradha Mathur & Dilip da Cunha
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05
WAY FORWARD
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Overarching principles

Moving forward, after having understood the
community’s unique way of knowing, working and
adapting together along with challenging some of

1) Use the coastline as a flexible armature to
support a variety of cultural, productive and
leisurely activities

the current approaches to Lau Fau Shan through a
critical lens, my next question is: What can we learn
from the oyster farmer’s knowledge of gradients of
wetness to blur boundaries again ? With that in

2) Strive a balance between needs of various
stakeholders through partnerships

mind, in order for me to counter some of the
solutions provided by the report, I came up with my
own set of overarching principles to guide myself
through the following chapter.
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3) Prepare the community for resilience by blurring
the boundary between land & water to
accommodate for future climate uncertainties
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Market pier

Existing condition

(Proposed plan)

The two images above are proposals from the report of what
the pier will look like in future, where access to the water will
be highly restricted to the oyster farmers, since the edge of the
pier will most likely be completely fenced off.
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Above is a google aerial of the current market condition of
which there are a number of jettys that allow farmers to board
their boats in and out of the pier. The yellow arrows represent
where the visitors are currently entering in from. Along this
main circulation path, there are tents that sells dried goods as
well as areas where farmers can occasionally shuck and wash
their oysters.
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Existing condition
- Community makes use of existing resources to
temporarily occupy small vacant spaces to dry

Market stalls

seafood during low tide
- Edge condition used for different activities
depending on time of day
- Almost all infrastructure within the market area is
movable

Jetty

Waterfront space for toutrists
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Objects are modular,
multifunctional and easy
to assemble

Wooden table top

Metal rods as skeleton

Rack
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Table

Wooden frame +
wire netting

Rack to dry seafood

Hybrid
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Objects are modular,
multifunctional and easy
to assemble

Trolley

Storage

Temporary kiosk to

Oyster transportation

sell goods
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Objects are modular,
multifunctional and easy
to assemble

Styrofoam box
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Supporting structure

Demarcation

Stacked up to

to dry oysters

of space

function as table
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Day in the life
of a market stall

8pm-10am:

10:15 - 1 1 am:

1 1am - 7pm:

Frame left over night in pier area

Shop owner arrives in trolley with

Empty boxes and racks are spread out

his dried goods & starts to unload

around his stall. Later on in the day,

seafood onto the table

other oyster farmers will come in with
their harvests and will prepare to
shuck & rinse them --> sold
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Principle for the pier
Expand area of flexible spaces to serve different
users depending on time of year

Strategies
- Extend the pier’s edge to support the daily routine
of oyster farmers
- Soft barriers to demarcate temporal boundaries
- Reuse shells as part of building material

Having realized that being close to the water’s edge is quite
important for farmers and seeing how Large buckets of oysters
can often be quite heavy to transport, an alternative approach
is to essentially let the markets stay and to allow the existing
network to function as it is now, but at the same time, expand
the area of flexible spaces through extending the pier’s edge in
order to serve different users depending on the time of year.
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Materiality
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Materials that are currently found on site such as leftover
oyster shells will be used an aggregate to create shellcrete
blocks that will then be inserted as an extension of the pier.
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High tide

Low tide

At times when oysters are in high demand, these new spaces
along the edge will mostly be occupied by farmers. Modular
bamboo structures will serve as both a countertop to sell goods
as well as temporary barriers to prevent visitors entering.
During low tide, these spaces can be used as a workstation or
to dry seafood.
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High tide

EXISTING MAP

116

PROPOSED MAP
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Low tide

EXISTING MAP

118

PROPOSED MAP
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Modular market stall system

By using bamboo (which is lightweight, relatively cheap and
readily available) as part of a new modular system for the
market tents, this will help to improve the overall appearance
of the pier, which in turn, will also help contribute to showing
more value to the community of Lau Fau Shan.
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Oyster strips

Existing condition

(Proposed plan)

in the report, the vision for this area is to propose a wooden
boardwalk perpendicular to the strips that would sit on top of
the shells and mud. However, in learning about the multifunctionality of their use, I thought that the boardwalk seemed
counterproductive, since the strips themselves were originally
intended for farmers to walk on.
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Existing condition
- Some have been fenced off

Residential houses

- Most of them are no longer being 		
actively used as canals

Mangroves

Canal

Oyster / mud strips
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Principle for strips
Use the bunds as adaptable infrastructure to
accommodate for future climate uncertainties

Strategies
- Remove gate/fence --> reactivate strips to
strengthen people’s relationship to the bay
- Reuse mud and shells to build up the height of bunds
to stabilize the coastline and to dissipate wave energy
from future typhoons
- Re-introduce shrimp and fish farming as a method to
broaden the scope of productivity for existing
farmers

Taking inspiration from some of our past aquaculture methods,
a selective number of strips will be adapted to produce a
productive wetland system for the farmers to harvest shrimp
and fish. Whilst the strips will continue to serve their purpose
in helping to dissipate incoming wave energy, this newly
adapted system will further allow the strips to serve multiple
functions at the same time. During certain times of the year,
visitors will have occasional access to the strips by boat.
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Seasonality

Autumn & Spring

Summer & Winter

Working with the notion of seasonality, these ponds are able
to perform different functions during various times of the year.
During autumn, shrimp and fish is flushed into the wetlands
from the bay through a sluice gate. Once they are ready to
harvest, this will create an alternative produce (other than
oysters) that can then be sold at the markets in the form of

128

dried goods. During the winter or summer, farmers can
alternatively fully drain down the pond so that the bacteria in
the bottom soil can be killed by the ultraviolet from the sun. As
a result, this will create areas of shallow water with exposed
mud, thereby providing a feeding habitat for birds.
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Autumn & Spring
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Summer & Winter
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Residential area

Existing condition

(Proposed plan)

In realising that the majority of the people living in the area are
the elderly population, I thought that the proposed lookout
platforms were designed to serve incoming tourists rather than
the residents.
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Principle for residential area
Prioritize the needs of the local community

Reuse concrete
sticks & shells

Strategies
- Extend existing walkway perpendicular to
residential houses to provide new civic spaces for
elderly & children to enjoy
- Reuse shells as part of building material

e
ret
llc
e
Sh

- Flood warning system to alert and prepare 		
residents for incoming typhoons
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Having came across this abandoned walkway the on one of my
excursions, I took inspiration of how the farmers have already
been reusing their resources of the concrete sticks and applied
it into my design for this area.
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Residential area

138
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Critical reflection
I started off my thesis journey trying to understand

Given the principles that I have developed, my next

what my role should be as a landscape architect /

step is to broaden my scale of approach and begin

designer. After several months of working on my

to tackle some of the challenges the community is

project, the main takeaway is the importance of

facing at a larger planning scale. With that, a new

engaging and observing. Whether this was through

set of questions will appear, such as, how can we

site visits, talking to a local community member,

promote a better polycentric governance within the

taking photographs or simply just walking, I found

area to ensure the voices of the farmers and

that it was crucial to have a personal understanding

residents are not lost throughout the process?

of the context of a site through physically being

Where and how can community engagement be

there. In the context of this thesis, the act of

used to broaden participation and to build a better

engaging, is therefore, an attempt to challenge

sense of stewardship towards the bay? Within this

traditional top down approaches to planning and

process, what is the position of the landscape

design. Through interacting with the local oyster

architect ?

farmer, not only did I learn how to observe with a
more critical mind, but I was also able to learn far
more knowledge through an insider’s perspective
than I could have imagined.
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Abstract
This thesis explores tensions of utopian ideals

pressures are currently impacting the community

through the lens of stakeholders living and working

and the daily workings of the fishing community, my

in the Deep Bay coastal region of Hong Kong, Using

goal is to demonstrate how design can advocate for

Lau Fau Shan as my case study, I have worked on

the importance of community driven strategies to

ways to build socio-ecological resilience through

design for resilience. Design strategies developed

bottom-up strategies of community engagement

include flexible and multifunctional systems such as

through first hand experience of interacting with a

market networks and elevated oyster-mud bunds

local oyster farmer. In understanding how the

that work for both the fishermen and tourists.

different forces of climate change and development

